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It's not what I had in mind
I'm just a slave to the grind.

Is there another?
reason? Just some thing more to find?
What is the end? Where is the Life goes on.
Time slips by.
pause?  What is the cause?

This is all.  Dreams will die.
There was a time I believed.

With no horizons perceived.
There was a greater purpose. So were we.
What is the Life goes on.

Dr.
Song 1
Song 2
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Pno. 1
Pno. 2
B
What will I say?

Is there a

Time slips by.

It could be.
Hopes will fly.
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want to get out of here.
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Who am I? I'm trying to get out of here.
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What am I? I need to get out of here.

Why am I? I
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want to go back home.
When I was a child, I would have dreams.
child, going to space, ye a a - ah, con que ring Mars,
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But ooh, Ma

Ooh, Ma

even uniquing the hu-u-man race.

even uniquing the hu-u-man race.
ma, it wasn't meant to be, will I
ver... roam free? Or is it true? They took it all a
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It's not what I had in mind

I'm just a slave to the grind. Is there another reason? Just something more to find? What is the end? Where is the pause?

What is the cause?

There was a time I believed. With no horizons perceived.

There was a greater purpose. So were we all deceived? What is the end? What will I say? Is there a way?

Where am I? I want to get out of here.

What am I? I need to get out of here.
When I was a child, I would have dreams of going to space, trav'ling the stars, con que ring Mars, even uni ni ting the hu-u-man race. But ooh, Ma ma, it was n't meant to be, will I e ver... roam free? Or is it true? They took it all a way from me?
Life goes on. Time slips by.

This is all. Dreams will die.

Life goes on. Time slips by. It could be. Hopes will fly.

Who am I? I'm trying to get out of here.

Why am I? I want to go back home.

When I was a child, I was a child, going to space, ye-a-ah, con que ring Mars, even u ni ni ting the hu-u-man race. Ooh, Ma ma, it was n't meant to be, will I, e ver... roam free? Or is it true? They took it all a way from me?
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Repeat indefinitely, fade out
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